
Thuvis Imperial Shipyard - Assembly Plant 7X-TYR 

A relic of the now defunct Imperial government, Assembly Plant 7X-TYR has not seen any 
maintenance since the Severian Principate began to repairs on Thuvis Shipyard. While some of 
the larger modules have been restored to fully functioning form, 7X-TYR was designed to 
manufacture smaller ship parts which are also cheaply and easily imported from other parts of 
the galaxy. Focusing instead of repairing the main assembly plants within the shipyard, the 
Principate has chosen to repair the larger plants that fully assemble capital ships rather than the 
parts needed to create them. 

The assembly plant can normally be sealed from the rest of the facility by two heavy blast doors 
which create a rather large vestibule between them when both are shut. The set of blast doors 
closest to the corridor outside are jammed in a partially open state due to a currently 
unidentified malfunction. Upon entering the docking bay proper it is hard to miss the five meter 
high durasteel walls that form a large rectangle around the deck plating. The entryway is on one 
of the two longer walls, with the remaining dividers pocked with meter wide circular hatches of 
their own that, when in working order, are used to receive raw materials and subsequently send 
finished parts to other areas of the station. 

Although the walls, floor and ceiling are solid as they day they were installed, they have lost 
most of their luster. Parts in various stages of manufacture sit all along the various conveyors on 
the assembly line. The machinery within 7X-TYR takes up much of the floor space, leaving only 
narrow walkways between each assembly line in which two human sized beings could traverse 
shoulder to shoulder.  

At the far end of the room, to the left as you enter, a control room looms over the assembly 
lines. Situated above the plant in an observatory position, a three panel window bows out over 
the deck below. Below this window is a small turbolift used to enter the main control room. Both 
the turbolift and the main control panel seem to be in working order now that power has 
returned to the station. It may be possible to turn the assembly machinery back on but none in 
the Severian Principate have taken the risk until everything is properly repaired. 


